
All New Books For KeyCreator 2012 
Get Em While They’re Hot! 

 
 
 
 
 

Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Workbook Volume 1: The Must-Have guide to 
KeyCreator 2012. A comprehensive text covering basic construction techniques, Xform 
functions, the interface and customizing of the software, level management, introduction to 
solid modeling, detailing, Print Plot configuration settings, and much more! Fast Bound, 8 
½  by 11 format, 308 pages,  Color $79.95 

 
 
 
 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Workbook Volume 2: The Must-Have guide to 
KeyCreator 2012. A comprehensive text that complements the workbook volume 1, 
extending coverage of solid modeling, modifying solid models, dynamic solid modeling, 
new dynamic Xform functions, assemblies, macros, and much more! Fast Bound, 8 ½  by 11 
format, 300 pages,  Color $79.95 
Buy the Workbook Bundle- Volumes 1 and 2 for $125  Save $34.90 
 
 
 
 

 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Introductory Guide: The perfect introduction to 
the power of KeyCreator 2012.  Ideal for traditional CADKEY users migrating from CK19 
to the new architecture! Fast Bound, 8 ½  by 11 format, 168 pages,  Color $33.95 

 
 
 
 
 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Hybrid Modeling: “Doctor Walt”, the master 
modeler himself, brings you a new full color book, chock full of all the tips and tricks you 
need to know to get started in hybrid modeling. If you have mastered the basics of solid 
modeling and now want to develop more sophisticated parts with complex surfaces, this is 
the book for you. This is a must have addition to your library of Doctor Walt’s books. 
Fastbound, 81/2 by 11 format, 292 pages, full color, $79.95 
 
 
 

 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Sizzling Solids: Walt Silva unlocks the secrets of 
freeform, solid modeling in KeyCreator. Learn how to create a wide variety of castings, 
molded parts, formed metal objects, manifold objects, etc with step-by-step instructions 
from the master of solid modeling. Fast Bound, 8 1/2 x 11 Format, 334 pages, in both 
black & white and color versions. Color, $81.95 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator Super Highlights: (For KeyCreator 2011 and 2012) 
Perfect for the KeyCreator user who wants to expand their mastery of this versatile 
package. Introduces dozens of powerful tools and features that are often overlooked even 
by seasoned users. A “Must-Have” addition to the desk reference set of serious designers! 
Fast Bound, 8 ½  by 11 format, 184pages,  Color $41.95 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 Analysis Primer: The perfect guide to the power of 
KeyCreator 2012 analysis software. Ideal for non-FEA experts with basic lessons on 
prepping parts, applying constraints and loads, meshing models and running the analysis. 
Fast Bound, 8 ½  by 11 format, 232 pages,  Color $61.95 
 
 

 
 
Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator 2012 NC Primer: The perfect guide to the power of 
KeyCreator 2012  machining software. Ideal for traditional KeyCreator users migrating 
to NC! Fast Bound, 8 ½  by 11 format, 240 pages,  Color $74.95 
 
AVAILABLE MID JULY 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator CAD FOR KIDS and Kids Library: (Supercedes Cad 
for Teens and CAD for Kids) The perfect educational product for your child. Created 
specifically to be used with any educational copy of KeyCreator. A special workspace and 
keyboard file supplied with the book simplifies use of the software for children. The large, 
colorful training manual introduces your child to the world of drawing and three-
dimensional solid modeling. A large resource library containing pre-made solid models of 
house, furniture, creature, car, and robot parts adds to the fun and versatility of this 
product. A lively teaching mouse named “Doctor Walt” headlines the show! FastBound, 8 
½ by 11 format, 398 page full color book with a help card. $79.95             

AVAILABLE MID JULY 2012 
 

 
All of my books feature full color illustrations throughout.  
Step-by-step instructions are easy to follow. I use practical, down-to-earth examples 
to make mastering KeyCreator a breeze.  
 
If you’ve used one or more of my Doctor Walt’s books before, you know how 
helpful they can be. If you’ve never used a Doctor Walt’s book before, you are in for 
a treat! 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
You can purchase books directly on our website  
Just go to www.docwalt.com 
1. Click on the Books Graphic Button 
2. Click on the KeyCreator Books Graphic Button 
3. Books are listed by release. KC2012 is Top Left 
 
Or, call me direct, especially if you want a deal on multiple books  
862-520-4497 
 
To all my loyal existing customers and potential new ones: 
 
After forty-three years in engineering and eighteen years writing Doctor 
Walt’s books I’m approaching an historic milestone. 
 
The KeyCreator books listed in this brochure represent books 90 through 98 of the total books I’ve written under the 
Doctor Walt’s trademark. Assuming my mouse doesn’t stage a revolt, I’ll most likely pass the 100 book milestone before 
the end of this year. 
 
As you might have guessed, nothing gives me greater pleasure than helping you to master the intricacies of CAD 
modeling. Writing about a versatile package like KeyCreator makes it twice as much fun. Every year, more and more 
power is added to this amazing software. My goal is to make sure that newcomers get a good start and longtime users 
don’t overlook the powerful new features that continually appear. 
 
If you’ve never purchased one of my books, please call me. Your time is valuable and I can slash the amount of time it 
takes for you to become productive. Customers continually remark that using just a few examples from any of my books 
more than pays for the total book cost. 
 
If you’ve used my books years ago and haven’t purchased one recently, call me. This is not your father’s CADKEY! 
There are so many new tools “oldtimers” overlook because they “know it all!” I’m not picking on you! At the ripe old age 
of 64, I’m an “oldtimer” too and I’ve got a mop of white hair to prove it! 
 
Also don’t forget if you have a child, grandchild or know a young student anywhere who shows an interest in design, 
engineering, or graphics, you want to seriously consider my Doctor Walt’s KeyCreator CAD for Kids. They can use it 
with any commercial or educational seat of KeyCreator. (Contact Kubotek for information on Educational KeyCreator 
Software.) The large full color illustrated book takes your child step by step through an extensive, very-easy-to-learn CAD 
education. The enclosed CDRom contains house parts, furniture, creature parts, robot parts, and car parts that can be 
copied and used in any file. These are full solid models that can be sliced, diced, rendered just like we do with our 
commercial engineering models. What an amazing way to interest a young mind in the power of CAD! 
. 
May the Mouse be with You----Walt Silva 
 

Conceptual Product Development, Inc. 
623 Eagle Rock Ave. #389 

West Orange, NJ 07052 
Tel:    862-520-4497 Fax:    862-520-4507 

Email: walt@docwalt.com  Visit us at:  www.docwalt.com 
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